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Abstract
von Willebrand disease (VWD) is the most common hereditary bleeding disorder. It is caused by quantitative and/or qualitative defects of the von Willebrand factor (VWF). The severity of the disease can vary considerably, as can the hereditary patterns. The variable phenotypes of VWD have given rise to a classification scheme that divides the disease into three types according to how it is manifested and inherited. The genetics of, especially type 1, VWD is relatively complicated and many aspects of it remain to be elucidated. The purpose of these studies was therefore to investigate and clarify certain genetic mechanisms that underlie VWD.

When we investigated to what extent co-segregation exists in type 1 VWD, we found that the disease is linked to the VWF gene in a majority (27 of 31) of Swedish type 1 VWD families. Several common disease haplotypes probably exist for type 1 VWD in Sweden, which suggests founder effects. The Y1584C variation is not as common in the Swedish type 1 VWD population as it is in some other populations. We confirmed that blood group O is over-represented among type 1 VWD patients in Sweden. Apart from certain misunderstandings, the participants in the linkage study were found to have a satisfying level of knowledge of the genetics of the disease. In general, patients, younger individuals, and women have a higher knowledge about the genetics causing type 1 VWD than do healthy relatives, older individuals, and men, respectively.

Inherited recessively, the C570S mutation causes a distinct subtype of type 2A VWD characterized by very low plasma FVIII and VWF levels and the exclusive presence of the dimeric form of VWF in plasma. The findings define a structural element that is indispensable for VWF multimerization.

Inherited dominantly, the N1421K mutation causes type 2M VWD characterized by moderately decreased plasma FVIII and VWF levels, disproportionately low plasma VWF:RCo levels, and an apparently normal multimeric pattern. The findings indicate a structural element in the A1 domain that is necessary for proper GP Ib binding.
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ADAMTS13  A disintegrin-like and metalloprotease with thrombospondin type I motif, 13
bp     base pairs
DNA    deoxyribonucleic acid
ELISA  enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
FVIII   coagulation factor VIII
FVIII:Ag FVIII antigen
FVIII:C  FVIII coagulant activity
GPIb    platelet receptor glycoprotein Ib
GPIIb/IIIa platelet receptor glycoprotein IIb/IIIa
HMW     high molecular weight
kb      kilo base pairs
PCR     polymerase chain reaction
rVWF    recombinant VWF
VWD     von Willebrand disease
VWF     von Willebrand factor
VWF:Ag  VWF antigen
VWF:BCo VWF botrocetin cofactor activity
VWFpp   VWF propeptide
VWF:RCo VWF ristocetin cofactor activity
wt      wild-type

Amino acid residues are abbreviated in accordance with the 1983 recommendations of the IUPAC-IUB Commission on Biochemical Nomenclature [1], using either the three-letter or the one-letter code.
Abstract

von Willebrand disease (VWD) is the most common hereditary bleeding disorder. It is caused by quantitative and/or qualitative defects of the von Willebrand factor (VWF). The severity of the disease can vary considerably, as can the hereditary patterns. The variable phenotypes of VWD have given rise to a classification scheme that divides the disease into three types according to how it is manifested and inherited. The genetics of, especially type 1, VWD is relatively complicated and many aspects of it remain to be elucidated. The purpose of these studies was therefore to investigate and clarify certain genetic mechanisms that underlie VWD.

When we investigated to what extent co-segregation exists in type 1 VWD, we found that the disease is linked to the VWF gene in a majority (27 of 31) of Swedish type 1 VWD families. Several common disease haplotypes probably exist for type 1 VWD in Sweden, which suggests founder effects. The Y1584C variation is not as common in the Swedish type 1 VWD population as it is in some other populations. We confirmed that blood group O is over-represented among type 1 VWD patients in Sweden. Apart from certain misunderstandings, the participants in the linkage study were found to have a satisfying level of knowledge of the genetics of the disease. In general, patients, younger individuals, and women have a higher knowledge about the genetics causing type 1 VWD than do healthy relatives, older individuals, and men, respectively.

Inherited recessively, the C570S mutation causes a distinct subtype of type 2A VWD characterized by very low plasma FVIII and VWF levels and the exclusive presence of the dimeric form of VWF in plasma. The findings define a structural element that is indispensable for VWF multimerization.

Inherited dominantly, the N1421K mutation causes type 2M VWD characterized by moderately decreased plasma FVIII and VWF levels, disproportionately low plasma VWF:RCo levels, and an apparently normal multimeric pattern. The findings indicate a structural element in the A1 domain that is necessary for proper GPIb binding.
Introduction

Historical background
The Finnish physician Erik A von Willebrand (Fig. 1) in 1926 described a dominantly inherited bleeding disorder occurring in both sexes, after having investigated a large family on the Åland Islands in the Gulf of Bothnia situated between Sweden and Finland [2]. The first patient was a five-year-old girl, the ninth out of eleven children in family S (Fig. 2), who presented with severe bleeding and who later died at the age of 13 during her fourth menstrual bleeding. Out of 66 additional relatives that von Willebrand was able to investigate, he found 23 to be bleeders, of whom 16 were women and seven were men [3]. He also reviewed 27 cases reported in the literature with similar symptoms [4,5].

Figure 1. Erik A von Willebrand (1870-1949).

The disease was characterized by nose bleeding, menorrhagia, bleeding after tooth extractions and from wounds. The bleeding time was prolonged, whereas the platelet count was normal and it soon became obvious that this disease differed from ordinary haemophilia; hence von Willebrand called the new disorder hereditary pseudo-haemophilia. In the 1950s it had become possible to measure factor VIII (FVIII) in plasma and it was shown to be lacking not only in haemophilia A patients but also in patients affected by a severe form of the bleeding disorder similar to that described by von Willebrand. It was also shown that the condition of the patients was improved after infusion of a fraction of human plasma from healthy
individuals, called fraction I-0 [6], and interestingly also after infusion of fraction I-0 derived from plasma from haemophilia A patients [7,8]. When fraction I-0, later called AHF-Kabi, was administered to the patients, the bleedings stopped, the bleeding time was normalised and the concentration of FVIII in plasma increased. This treatment was first carried out, successfully, in Malmö on a woman with severe VWD manifested as life-threatening bleedings [9]. Later also the original family on the Åland Islands was treated successfully in this way [10]. The result that factor VIII, which is lacking in haemophilia A patients, was not the missing factor in these patients paved the way to the conclusion that a different factor, called the von Willebrand factor (VWF), is deficient in von Willebrand disease (VWD).

Figure 2. Pedigree of the original Åland family as described by Erik A von Willebrand in his publication from 1926 [4]. Individual IV:16 illustrates the first patient, Hjordis.

Haemostasis
Haemostasis occurs as a means to protect the body from blood loss after vascular damage and can be divided into three phases: primary haemostasis, coagulation or secondary haemostasis, and fibrinolysis [11]. In primary haemostasis, platelets adhere to the subendothelium, become activated and aggregate to each other to form a platelet plug that temporarily stops the blood flow. Simultaneously, the coagulation cascade is activated and a fibrin clot is formed to stabilise the plug. In fibrinolysis, fibrin clots are lysed in order to prevent the formation of
thrombi. These events are controlled by a series of procoagulant and anticoagulant proteins. In the healthy state, these proteins interact with each other optimally and the haemostasis is balanced. When there is an imbalance, however, the haemostasis is shifted towards either the pro- or the anticoagulant side. If there is a shift towards the procoagulant side, or if the anticoagulant side is insufficient, this results in an increased risk of thrombosis. If there is an insufficiency of haemostatic factors or platelets, this results in an increased risk of bleeding. Thus, a balanced haemostatic system is essential to avoid both thrombosis and bleeding.

Coagulation

Coagulation takes place on phospholipid surfaces of vascular endothelial cells and platelets, and a number of different proteins are involved in the process of coagulation. In the traditional view the coagulation cascade can be schematically divided into the extrinsic and the intrinsic pathways (Fig. 3). The extrinsic pathway is initiated when the extravascular glycoprotein tissue factor (TF) comes into contact with blood after vascular damage. TF binds to FVII and its activated form, FVIIa. A complex consisting of TF, FVII/FVIIa and calcium activates FIX and FX that are part of the tenase and prothrombinase complexes, respectively. The intrinsic pathway is initiated by exposure of FXII, prekallikrein and HMW kininogen in blood to a negatively charged surface viz. connective tissue and collagen in vivo and glass and kaolin in vitro. This results in activation of FXII that activates FIX that in turn activates FIX. FIXa and FVIIIa together with calcium and phospholipid form the tenase complex that activates FX, which marks the convergence of the intrinsic and the extrinsic pathways. FXa and FVa together with calcium and phospholipid form the prothrombinase complex that converts prothrombin to thrombin. Thrombin converts fibrinogen to fibrin and activates FXIII. Insoluble fibrin forms, with the help of FXIIIa, a crosslinked fibrin clot that can be regarded as the end product in the coagulation cascade.

In vivo, the extrinsic pathway is crucial for initiation of the coagulation cascade whereas the intrinsic pathway seems to be of minor importance. In vitro, the intrinsic pathway is capable of initiating the coagulation cascade. Thus, the extrinsic pathway can be viewed as physiologically relevant, whereas the intrinsic pathway rather can be viewed as important for test tube reactions.
Figure 3. Schematic illustration of the traditional coagulation cascade: a summary of the intrinsic and extrinsic pathways. The dashed arrows indicate thrombin feedback loops.

The relatively recently published cell-based model emphasizes the importance of cell surfaces and their components in the role of coagulation [12]. This model, which describes a more physiological view than the classical coagulation cascade, can be divided into three phases: initiation, amplification, and propagation (Fig. 4). The initiation phase takes place on the surface of TF-presenting cells such as fibroblasts. Vascular damage releases active enzymes which activate FVII. The TF/FVIIa complex produces FIXa, FXa and, eventually, thrombin. The amplification phase takes place on the surface of platelets when thrombin activates platelets, which then release granula with procoagulant substances and its cell surface becomes procoagulant by exposure of negatively charged phospholipids. Thrombin also activates FV, FVIII, and FXI. In the final phase, propagation, the enzymes and their co-factors are assembled on the surface of the activated platelets. The FIXa/FVIIIa complex activates FX and the FXa/FVa complex activates prothrombin to thrombin, which in sufficient amounts converts fibrinogen to fibrin.
Regulation of coagulation occurs through various feedback systems to ensure that both bleeding and thrombosis are avoided; however, genetic or acquired disturbances of the natural balance between the pro- and anticoagulant systems may result in bleeding or thrombotic events [13]. The protein C anticoagulant system involves thrombin that, in addition to its procoagulant properties i.e. activation of platelets and factors V, VIII, XI, and XIII, and conversion of fibrinogen to fibrin in the coagulation cascade, also exerts an anticoagulant effect. At intact vessel surfaces, thrombin binds to the endothelial membrane receptor thrombomodulin and then activates protein C, which in turn, together with its cofactor protein S, degrades and thereby inactivates FVa and FVIIIa; thrombin thus serves as an anticoagulant. Another regulator of coagulation is the glycoprotein antithrombin that inhibits, amongst other proteins, thrombin, FIXa, FXa, FXIa, and FXIIa. Further, the complex consisting of TF and FVII/FVIIa involved in the initiation of the extrinsic pathway in the classical coagulation cascade as well as in the cell-based model is inhibited by TF pathway inhibitor (TFPI). Finally, fibrinolysis provides a system to protect the body from potentially hazardous thrombi by dissolving fibrin clots. Fibrinolysis is itself regulated by a number of control systems.
In several studies, a genetic basis has been shown to account for a large proportion of the variation in plasma levels of procoagulant and anticoagulant factors [14,15]. A high phenotypic correlation has been found between various coagulation factors, and this also seems to be genetically determined [15]. It thus seems that single genes might be able to pleiotropically influence multiple factors involved in coagulation, and hence that clusters of interrelated procoagulant and anticoagulant factors exist [16].

Many proteins involved in coagulation, both procoagulant factors such as FII, FVII, FIX, and FX, and anticoagulant proteins such as protein C and protein S, are vitamin K-dependent. Deficiency of vitamin K leads to a decrease in plasma levels of these proteins. Vitamin K-dependent proteins contain γ-carboxyglutamic acid (Gla). The Gla-domain is a prerequisite for the binding of the vitamin K-dependent factors to phospholipids surfaces, e.g. the surface of activated platelets. Warfarin is a vitamin K antagonist that acts by restraining synthesis of Gla-domains by inhibiting carboxylation, which makes the vitamin K-dependent proteins unable to bind to activated platelets. Even though both pro- and anticoagulant factors are affected by vitamin K deficiency, the net effect is anticoagulant, i.e. the result is a coagulation state that is shifted towards bleeding.

von Willebrand factor gene
The von Willebrand factor (VWF) gene is located on chromosome 12p13.3 and was cloned and characterized by four groups simultaneously in 1985 [17-20]. It is approximately 178 kb long and contains 52 exons [21]. The first 17 exons encode the 5' non-coding region, the signal peptide, and the propeptide (formerly called von Willebrand antigen II), while the remaining 35 exons encode the mature VWF and the 3' non-coding region. The transcribed mRNA is 8.7 kb. A partial pseudogene on 22q11-q13 corresponding to exons 23 to 34 in the authentic VWF gene was reported by Mancuso in 1991 [22]. The presence of various splice site and missense mutations renders the pseudogene highly unlikely to yield a functional protein. Nevertheless, the high homology (97%) to the authentic gene complicates genetic analysis and hence oligonucleotide primers must be used which are specific for sequences in the authentic gene and the pseudogene, respectively.

The VWF gene promoter spans from -487 to +247 relative to the transcription start and includes a TATA box and a CCAAT element involved in regulation of transcription. Early studies have led to the characterization of various additional regulative elements in the
promoter [23,24]. Studies of the roles of these and additional elements have made possible the identification of the GATA6 and Ets transcription factors and an H1-like protein functioning as activators, and also an NF1-like protein, Oct1 and E4BP4 functioning as repressors of the promoter [25-28]. The transcription factor NFY can function both as a repressor and activator of transcription [29]. All these cis-acting elements and trans-acting factors ensure regulated cell-specific transcription of the VWF gene and limit the expression to endothelial cells and megakaryocytes. Further, in a number of studies, an association has been found between various polymorphisms in the promoter region and plasma VWF levels [30-34].

**von Willebrand factor**

A plasma protein missing in von Willebrand disease was demonstrated immunologically in 1971 by Zimmerman and collaborators, and this von Willebrand factor (VWF) was subsequently purified and found to be a polymeric glycoprotein [35-37]. It has two main functions in haemostasis: it promotes platelet adhesion to damaged vessels and platelet aggregation, and it serves as a carrier for FVIII in plasma, thereby protecting it and prolonging its lifetime [36,38]. VWF thus plays an important role in both primary and secondary haemostasis. Vascular endothelial cells and megakaryocytes synthesize VWF. It is packaged in storage vesicles called Weibel-Palade bodies in the former and in α-granules in the latter and in platelets. The primary translation product is the monomeric pre-pro-VWF. In addition to the 2050-residue mature VWF, the pre-pro-VWF consists of the 22-residue signalpeptide and the 741-residue propeptide [37]. Compared to other plasma proteins, the biosynthesis of VWF is very complex and includes various intracellular modifications such as glycosylation, sulfation, dimerization, multimerization, and signalpeptide and propeptide cleavages [39,40]. Different domains of the VWF are involved in different functions such as FVIII binding, platelet receptor GpIb and GpIIb/IIIa binding, collagen binding, heparin binding, dimerization, multimerization and intracellular storage [41-44]. A schematic illustration of the VWF is outlined in Fig. 5.

The VWF propeptide (VWFpp) plays a crucial role in multimerization and intracellular storage of VWF [42,45-49]. It has been shown that the signal for multimerization is different from that for trafficking of VWF to storage compartments [50]. Cleavage of the VWFpp precedes, and may also be a prerequisite for, targeting [51]. The VWFpp consists of two homologous D domains, D1 and D2, which contain 32 cysteines each. When VWF lacking one of the two D domains was expressed in various cell types, the protein was secreted
efficiently whichever D domain was lacking; however, in neither case the protein multimerized beyond the dimer stage and in neither case it was stored [52]. Multimerization does not require the VWFpp to be a contiguous part of the pro-VWF, as independently expressed VWFpp has been shown to promote the assembly of mature VWF subunits into multimers [46]. Both endoproteolytic cleavage and multimerization occur predominantly if not entirely in the trans-Golgi apparatus, rather than in the storage granules [53]. The Golgi apparatus lacks chaperones to assist folding [54]; hence, how the multimerization process is accomplished is largely unknown. The VWFpp may act as an oxidoreductase by forming a transient disulfide-linked intermediate with the multimerization region of VWF before multimer formation [55].

Figure 5. The VWF with its functional domains and the corresponding exons at gene level. Republished from www.vwf.group.shef.ac.uk/index.html by courtesy of the ISTH SSC VWF group.

Circulating VWF is a heterogeneous collection of a series of multimers where the high molecular weight (HMW) VWF multimers are most crucial in platelet adhesion and aggregation. VWF multimers in plasma are naturally degraded by the ADAMTS-13 metalloprotease, which primarily cleaves VWF that has been outstretched as a result of high shear stress [56-58].

VWF does not bind spontaneously to platelets in blood; however, VWF has the ability to bind to subendothelial collagen, particularly under high shear stress or at sites of vascular damage (Fig. 6). This binding activates the VWF and induces a conformational change that gives the VWF the ability to bind to platelets via the α-chain of GPIb, which in turn results in platelet adhesion and aggregation. This induces a morphological change of the platelets, and the platelet receptor GPIb/IIa becomes available for binding to fibrinogen and the VWF. Simultaneously, the activated platelets release the contents of α-granules that include a large
proportion of potent HMW VWF multimers. Once the VWF has bound to GPIb-α, it becomes more susceptible to proteolysis, a mechanism that serves a controlling role in preventing the formation of hazardous thrombi [59].

Figure 6. Haemostatic functions of VWF: VWF binds to platelets and subendothelial collagen via GPIb (adhesion) and to platelets via GPIIb/IIIa (aggregation).

*In vitro*, binding of VWF to GPIb can be mimicked by the antibiotic ristocetin or by the viper venom protein botrocetin [60]. Ristocetin can bind both to platelets and to VWF [61], whereas botrocetin has the ability to bind to VWF but not to GPIb [62]. It has recently been shown that upon binding of VWF to GPIb-α, botrocetin prebound to VWF-A1 makes no contact initially with GPIb-α, but subsequently slides around the A1 surface to form a new interface with GPIb-α [63]. Botrocetin reacts with a broad spectrum of large to small molecular forms of VWF, whereas ristocetin reacts predominantly with HMW multimers [64,65]. Two subunits of botrocetin provide the binding site for VWF; hence botrocetin binds directly to the A1 domain of the VWF in close proximity to the GPIb binding site which does not induce a significant conformational change on the GPIb binding site [66]. Thus, the modulating
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mechanisms of botrocetin are different from those performed by either the antibiotic ristocetin in vitro or extremely high shear stress in vivo. As botrocetin has a slightly but significantly different effect from that of ristocetin, the two agonists can be used to differentiate molecular variants of VWF [67].

von Willebrand disease

von Willebrand disease (VWD) is the most common congenital bleeding disorder and it is caused by quantitative and/or qualitative defects of the VWF. Low plasma VWF can result from decreased synthesis, impaired secretion or increased clearance or a combination of these [68]. The main manifestation of VWD is excessive mucocutaneous bleeding. Only severe deficiency of VWF leads to such shortage of FVIII that haemophilic symptoms such as joint bleeds may occur; hence, in contrast to haemophilia, haemarthrosis is a rare event. The severity of the disease can vary considerably, as can the hereditary patterns.

As different VWD phenotypes have been described over time, a vast number of VWD subtypes evolved and the situation eventually became unmanageable. The variable phenotypes of VWD have therefore given rise to a classification scheme (Table 1), which was agreed on in 1994 [69] and updated in 2006 [70]. Correct classification facilitates diagnosis, treatment, and genetic counselling of patients with VWD. The current classification divides VWD into three categories. Type 1, which is inherited as an autosomal dominant trait and accounts for approximately 70-80% of all cases, is characterized by mild to moderate bleeding manifestations and a quantitative reduction of VWF. The criteria for type 1 VWD diagnosis include significant mucocutaneous bleeding, laboratory tests compatible with type 1 VWD (e.g. a low VWF level), and either a positive family history or an appropriate VWF mutation [71]. In the updated version of the classification scheme, it has been clarified that VWD is not restricted to VWF gene mutations (i.e. other loci can be involved), and also that type 1 VWD includes cases with slightly altered multimer distribution where the large multimers may be insignificantly decreased as long as the functional activity is normal relative to antigen level. It has only recently been recognized that low levels of VWF in VWD patients may originate from modified clearance and that this seems to be a common occurrence in the pathogenesis of type 1 VWD [72]. Although type 1 VWD in the vast majority of cases is dominantly inherited, it can be noted that a number of patients have been found with recessive type 1 VWD, notably in north-eastern Italy where some relatively common regional variants have been identified [73,74]. In type 2 VWD, which accounts for
20-30% of all cases, the VWF is qualitatively affected in different ways; it is further subclassified depending on the type of qualitative defect. Types 2A and 2M are characterized by decreased affinity of the VWF to GPIb; the former type includes loss of HMW multimers whereas the latter type includes a normal or nearly normal multimeric pattern. It has been suggested that types 2A and 2M ought not be distinguished but rather be grouped as a single subtype ‘2A’ that includes all variants with a decreased platelet-dependent adhesion, regardless of the multimeric distribution [75]. Type 2B is characterized by increased affinity to GPIb, and type 2N by decreased affinity of the VWF to FVIII. Type 3, which is a very rare autosomal recessive form of the disorder, with a prevalence of approximately $1 \times 5 \times 10^{-6}$, is characterized by complete or almost complete lack of VWF; thus VWF levels may be undetectable whereas FVIII levels are low but usually detectable [76]. These very rare type 3 VWD patients, in addition to some type 2 patients, are so severely affected that their clinical manifestations are similar to those in cases of moderately severe haemophilia [77]. Patients with type 3 are either homozygous or compound heterozygous.

### Table 1 Description of the revised VWD classifications and correspondence between revised and previous types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Types until 1994</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Partial quantitative deficiency of VWF</td>
<td>I platelet normal, I platelet low, I, I-1, I-2, I-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Qualitative deficiency of VWF</td>
<td>II, II-1, II-2, II-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A</td>
<td>Decreased platelet-dependent VWF function with selective deficiency of high-molecular-weight multimers</td>
<td>IIA, IB, I platelet discordant, IIC, IID, IIF, IIG, IIH, II-I, IIA-1, IIA-2, IIA-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B</td>
<td>Increased affinity for platelet glycoprotein Ib</td>
<td>IIB, I New York, Malmö</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2M</td>
<td>Decreased platelet-dependent VWF function with high-molecular-weight multimers present.</td>
<td>Vicenza, IC, ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2N</td>
<td>Markedly decreased binding of factor VIII to VWF</td>
<td>Defective binding to factor VIII, Normandy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Complete deficiency of VWF</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VWD seems to be fairly prevalent in the population; screening suggests that 1% could be affected [78,79]. This may be an overestimation since the prevalence of symptomatic VWD based on referral to specialised centres range from 23 to 113 per million [80]. VWF levels in patients affected by type 1 VWD and healthy controls overlap and there is a poor relationship between plasma VWF levels and bleeding manifestations (apart from severe cases), which indicate that most mild cases could represent coincidental association of low VWF level with bleeding symptoms [71]. Taken together, it has been suggested that moderately decreased VWF levels (0.20–0.40 kIU/l) should be viewed as other risk factors, in the same way as elevated cholesterol and high blood pressure constitute risk factors for cardiovascular disease; thus low levels of VWF constitute only a modest risk factor, and can be regarded as a
biomarker for bleeding, and not the disease itself if further evidence, such as family history or other laboratory markers, is lacking [81,82]. A recent study indeed demonstrated an association between bleeding symptoms and VWF levels also in a slightly decreased VWF range (0.43–0.64 kIU/l) in young girls not fulfilling the criteria for VWD [83].

In contrast to some other diseases, the consequences of VWD misdiagnosis are not always trivial. Patients may have received costly treatment to no use and even been exposed to the risks associated with factor concentrates derived from human plasma. Patients may have changed their daily routines and abstained from activities for fear of bleeding. Also, patients may have become stigmatised and been denied favourable insurance coverage and they may have been concerned about suffering from and transmitting a genetic disease. Paradoxically, mild VWD may sometimes be under-diagnosed as VWF levels can be temporarily elevated due to stress, infection, and pregnancy, which makes repeated testing advisable.

The genetics of von Willebrand disease
Several causative mutations for types 2 and 3 have been identified [70]. Type 2 mutations are missense mutations clustered in three small regions of the gene, according to subtype. Types 2A, B, and M are often caused by mutations in exon 28 that codes for the A1 and A2 domains, the former containing the GPIb-binding site. Type 2A mutations are clustered in the A2 domain whereas types 2B and 2M mutations are clustered in the A1 domain and type 2N is caused by mutations in the FVIII-binding domain. The majority of type 3 mutations are null alleles, and less commonly missense mutations.

Several mutations affecting the VWFpp have been identified [73,84-96]. Some of them cause an aberrant multimerization resulting in the recessive type 2A variant with a typical multimeric pattern, originally described as type IIC [97]. Others seem to preclude synthesis or secretion of VWF protein [95]. Intra- and intermolecular disulfide linkages are critical for the function of VWF and this is reflected by the fact that several genetic variants involve the loss or gain of a cysteine residue. In studies of mutations in the carboxy-terminal cysteine knot domain it was found that mutation of cysteines involved in intrachain bonds results, because of intracellular retention, in a mainly recessive, quantitative VWF defect, while mutation of cysteines involved in interchain bonds results, because of a dominant negative defect, in a qualitative type 2A, subtype IID, VWF defect [98-100].
In contrast to types 2 and 3, few mutations in the VWF gene have been identified in type 1 VWD patients. Several studies have demonstrated some mutations causing type 1 VWD but also that a large number of patients lack a mutation [101-103]. The identified mutations, the majority of which are missense mutations but also other sorts of mutations that have been found spread-out in all regions of the VWF gene, are listed on the ISTH VWF SSC homepage (http://www.vwf.group.shef.ac.uk/index.html). It is still unclear whether the low number of detected mutations is due to difficulties in finding the mutations for various reasons such as the considerable size of the VWF gene, or if other loci are involved and type 1 VWD is not a true monogenic disorder. Various linkage studies have been undertaken and results have shifted from complete to incomplete linkage to the VWF gene [101,104-109]. Failure to detect linkage can in some cases reflect a falsely positive diagnosis. The fact that the penetrance in this disorder is far from complete, and also varies between families, complicates matters further.

Carriers of type 3 VWD are not synonymous with type 1 patients; however, type 3 carriers constitute a heterogeneous group and certain carriers behave as type 1 patients. The genetic bases for the two groups can be regarded as different [110], as type 3 mutations are usually null alleles, and only in a minority of cases are missense mutations, whereas in type 1 VWD the opposite is true. A common finding is that carriers of type 3 VWD have more bleeding problems than the general population, but less bleeding problems than type 1 patients. FVIII and VWF activity levels in plasma are the best indicators of the risk of bleeding. It is unknown whether a difference in clinical phenotype will remain between type 1 patients and type 3 carriers after adjustment for differences in antigen levels [111].

ABO blood group has been shown to affect VWF plasma levels [112]. Mean VWF antigen levels for type O individuals are approximately 25% below and for type AB individuals 25% above the level for a pool of normal donor plasma [113]. Theoretically, the influence of ABO blood group on VWF plasma levels could be due to altered VWF synthesis, secretion, proteolysis, or clearance [72]. The metalloprotease ADAMTS13 is thought to be responsible for the differences in VWF antigen levels [59,114]. Analysis of the primary VWF sequence predicts the presence of various glycosylation sites [115], and biochemical analysis has indeed demonstrated the presence of carbohydrate residues at these sites [116,117]. It is thought that blood group antigen binds to oligosaccharides on the VWF and may thereby prevent degradation of the VWF by ADAMTS13, either by steric hindrance or a charge effect.
However, blood group O individuals lack this protection, which leads to an increase of VWF proteolysis. Thus, blood group O can be regarded as a risk factor for being diagnosed with type 1 VWD and it is well documented that individuals with blood group O are over-represented among type 1 VWD patients; however, this is not the case for types 2 and 3 VWD [103,106-108,113]. VWF is secreted in equimolar amounts with VWFpp, which has a shorter half-life, and the VWFpp can be used as a measure of VWF secretion and allows estimation of the VWF half-life. It was recently found that in contrast to mature VWF:Ag, VWFpp was not influenced by ABO blood group and that ABO blood group influences the clearance rates of VWF rather than VWF secretion rates [118]. It seems that ABO blood group is more influential in families with incomplete penetrance and mild phenotypes than in families with complete penetrance [103,106,108].

It has been stated that the 4751A>G (Y1584C) sequence variation in the VWF gene may affect VWF antigen levels further. The original publication of this non-conservative amino acid substitution described it as a polymorphism with harmless consequences [119]. In contrast, this variant has in other studies been shown to correlate with both intracellular retention and increased susceptibility to proteolysis by ADAMTS13 [120-122]. The effects of increased proteolysis (loss of HMWMs, pronounced subbands) in individuals with Y1584C are not evident in multimer analysis, which can be explained either by very modest alteration of the multimer pattern or by compensation by constitutive synthesis [123]. Either way, the intact multimer pattern suggests the sequence variation to be involved with type 1 VWD, rather than type 2A. The sequence variation has a frequency of 0-2% in the general population [119-121]. The Y1584C variant has been shown to appear in 14-15% of the investigated families of a Canadian type 1 VWD population [103,120] and in eight of 30 (27%) UK families with type 1 VWD [122]. It has been suggested that the Y1584C polymorphism may be associated with bleeding in vitamin K antagonist-treated patients [124]. Until recently it was unknown whether Y1584C itself confers increased proteolysis or is linked to a causative change elsewhere in the VWF gene; however, it has now been clarified that Y1584C itself is responsible for increased susceptibility of VWF to proteolysis by ADAMTS13 [125].

Heritability is the proportion of the phenotypic variance attributable to polygenes, whereas the common household effect is the proportion of the variance attributable to environmental factors shared within a household [14]. Both of these factors must be taken into account in the development of VWD, and especially for type 1 VWD, polygenes are probably influential.
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In fact, most of the variation in VWF level is not heritable and much of the heritable variation is not linked to the VWF gene [81,126,127]. In one study, it was estimated that about 40% of the total variation of VWF antigen can be attributed to the VWF gene [108]. In any case, in addition to environmental factors, it has been suggested that additional modifier genes (i.e. other than the ABO locus) may account for part of the varying VWF levels. These putative modifier genes remain to be identified.

In summary, despite all the information gathered from different studies, it is still in many cases unclear what genetic mechanisms are responsible for type 1 VWD. One can only humbly acknowledge the fact that the genetics of type 1 VWD is surprisingly poorly understood and that a major part of it remains to be elucidated. Due to different genetic aetiology, it has been suggested that types 2 and 3 VWD are monogenic diseases, whereas at least some cases of type 1 are rather caused by complex genetics [103,128].

Diagnosing von Willebrand disease

Given the size of the VWF gene, sequencing it in all patients is not feasible. Further, because of incomplete linkage, this choice of method would invariably fail to detect some type 1 patients. Most patients are diagnosed phenotypically using clinical and biochemical analysis. Apart from laboratory results fulfilling certain criteria, the patient should present with significant bleeding symptoms and also have a family history of bleeding. Because of variable and incomplete penetrance, the clinical heterogeneity of VWD, and a disease state that is affected by the inflammatory response, hormonal changes such as during the menstrual cycle and pregnancy, age, ethnicity, and exercise, diagnosing the patients correctly is difficult [129,130]. Genotypical methods, in combination with already existing phenotypical methods, would improve the diagnosis of VWD type 1.

Before the 1970s, FVIII and VWF were not recognized as two separate proteins and were therefore tested as one entity, the anti-haemophilia factor (AHF) or anti-haemophilia globulin (AHG). VWD could be diagnosed only on the basis of low AHF plasma levels and prolonged bleeding time, as the bleeding time is normal in haemophilia. In the early 1970s, a method to test VWF separately from FVIII was developed [35]. Subsequently, more specific assays analysing various properties of the VWF have been developed. Today, laboratory diagnosis of VWD includes multimeric analysis and levels of VWF antigen, FVIII, and VWF:RCo (which
is a functional test that, by using the patient’s plasma and normal platelets, analyses binding of plasma VWF to GPIb-α on platelets mediated by the antibiotic ristocetin). Multimeric analysis is necessary in order to be able to distinguish between different subtypes of VWD, which has therapeutic implications. One study has demonstrated that only VWF levels below 0.40 kIU/l significantly increase the likelihood of type 1 VWD and that this can be used as a clinical cut-off value [131]. It was further shown that the probability of being a type 1 VWD patient is 3.9-fold higher in subjects with VWF:Ag levels below 0.20 kIU/l than in subjects with VWF:Ag levels of 0.20–0.40 kIU/l. Also, for patients with VWF:Ag levels below 0.20 kIU/l, at least 95% have a detectable VWF gene mutation and, using sensitive methods, about 85% of these can be shown to have some abnormality in plasma VWF multimer profile [132]. An association has been shown between severity of bleeding symptoms as assessed by a standardized bleeding score and VWF levels in type 1 VWD, which can be useful for a more accurate diagnosis [133]. VWF:RCo has been shown to be the most useful test for VWD diagnosis [134]. Recently, it has been demonstrated, by using a Bayes theorem approach, that the best predictor when diagnosing VWD is inheritance of the phenotype, followed by reduced VWF and bleeding symptoms in the proband [135].

**Treatment of von Willebrand disease**

An adequate treatment of VWD can be prescribed to avoid hemorrhagic complications, both spontaneous bleeding events and at the time of surgical procedures [136]. VWD has been treated successfully since the end of the 1950s [3]. For patients who are mildly affected, on-demand therapy is sufficient whereas patients with more severe bleeding problems require prophylaxis [137,138]. The majority of VWD patients, about 70-80%, can be treated with the synthetic drug desmopressin (1-desamino-8-D-arginine-vasopressin; DDAVP), which mimics the biological substance vasopressin that induces endothelial cells to release endogenously produced VWF. It has recently been shown that the response to DDAVP seems to be related to the location of the causative mutation in the VWF gene [139], which makes mutational data of value, not just for diagnosing VWD, but also for prediction of the response to DDAVP. For VWD patients with a qualitative defect (type 2) or with virtually no VWF antigen (type 3), FVIII/VWF concentrates are required. In contrast to FVIII, VWF used in factor concentrates is, due to its complicated synthesis and complex post-translational modifications, not as easily synthesised recombinantly (rVWF); yet, on-going experiments have given good hope that rVWF as replacement therapy may be a realistic option when treating VWD in the near future. To date, VWF used in factor concentrates is isolated from human plasma. This
always includes an increased risk of transmitting viral infections such as hepatitis and HIV infection, which has tragically occurred in some cases. However, the protection procedures used in the production of modern factor concentrates derived from human plasma, such as virus-inactivation, have increased the safety tremendously, which renders the product almost virtually safe from pathogens.
Present investigations

Aims

Paper I To characterize the genetic background to type 1 VWD better by conducting a linkage study in a Swedish type 1 VWD population comprising 31 families.

Paper II To estimate to what extent patients and their relatives are aware of the genetics involved in type 1 VWD.

Paper III To investigate the effect of the C570S mutation in a type 2A VWD patient by conducting in vitro experiments.

Paper IV To investigate the effect of the N1421K mutation in a type 2M VWD family by conducting in vitro experiments.

Findings

Paper I The recognized fact that only a low number of mutations have been detected in type 1 VWD has given rise to the hypothesis that type 1 VWD is not a true monogenic disorder, but rather, at least in some cases, is inherited with complex genetics. Various linkage studies have been undertaken and results have shifted from complete to incomplete linkage to the VWF gene [101,104-109]. Therefore, we set out to perform a linkage analysis in a Swedish type 1 VWD population. A total of 325 individuals from 31 families were genotyped using two microsatellite markers in the VWF gene. Of these, 127 were type 1 VWD individuals. In 27 of the 31 families, marker haplotypes co-segregated with type 1 VWD, whereas in the remaining four families there was clearly no co-segregation. In the families with co-segregation, we found 30-40 unaffected individuals who carried the disease-associated haplotype, reflecting the reduced penetrance and illustrating the diagnostic problem in type 1 VWD. When LOD-scores were summed over all families, the resulting LOD-scores were 10.53 and 8.63 for the intragenic markers, clearly establishing linkage between the VWF locus and the VWD phenotype in the families treated as a group. When LOD-scores were summed over the 27 co-segregating families, the resulting LOD-scores were even higher, 15.79 and 12.84, respectively. The families that did not show a co-segregating disease
haplotype all had negative LOD-scores (-0.87 to -2.05), confirming that these families did not show co-segregation. Six of the families showing co-segregation shared the same disease haplotype. When the frequency of this disease-haplotype in the families with co-segregation (0.22) was compared with the frequency of the haplotype among normal unrelated individuals (0.06), it was found to be much higher in the former group; a chi-squared value of 7.14 (P=0.0075) was obtained, suggesting a founder effect. Three other disease haplotypes occurred in two families each, indicating the possibility that more than one common disease haplotype exists for type 1 VWD in Sweden. The Y1584C sequence variation was identified in one of the 31 investigated families. This variant has been shown to be present at much higher frequencies among families with type 1 VWD in Canada and UK [120,122]. In our study, three of the four individuals with the Y1584C variant (285 individuals were tested) were not diagnosed with type 1 VWD; hence, this variant does not have complete penetrance. Information collected on the number of O alleles in the ABO blood group system (290 individuals were tested) clearly shows that blood group O is over-represented among type 1 VWD patients; a chi-squared value of 10.96 and a P-value of 0.0009 reveal the statistical significance of the difference between the patient and the non-patient groups. We could also see that the phenotype (presence or absence of blood group O) matters rather than the number of O alleles, i.e. there does not seem to be a gene dosage effect.

The results from the linkage study are in accordance with those from many other studies, as, investigating type 1 VWD, it has repeatedly been found that there is incomplete linkage to the VWF gene [101,105,106,108,109]. Our finding that co-segregation was identified in a high proportion, in comparison with the other studies, of the investigated families can probably be attributed to the fact that, by using our inclusion criteria, we have selected for large families with many affected individuals and this may have introduced bias towards positive linkage. The finding that blood group O is over-represented among type 1 VWD patients has been found repeatedly in other populations [101-103]. However, contrary to previous results [68], we did not find blood group O to be more over-represented in the patients in the non-co-segregating families than in the patients in the co-segregating families; this can probably be explained by the very low number of non-co-segregating families in our study. This was the first investigation on the prevalence of the Y1584C variant in a Swedish type 1 VWD population and when compared with other studies it seems clear that the variant is more common in the Canadian and the UK type 1 VWD populations [120,122].
Paper II  The genetics of type 1 VWD is less straightforwardly explained and not as easily comprehensible as the genetics of types 2 and 3. It is likely that the complicated genetics confuses type 1 patients and inhibits them from getting a proper understanding of what genetically causes their disorder. We therefore turned to the participants in the linkage study (paper I) to investigate their level of knowledge of the genetics involved in type 1 VWD. Further, we sought to investigate whether there was any difference in the level of knowledge between subgroups of the participating individuals, and finally, we were interested in estimating the participants’ attitudes towards genetics and VWD. Estimation of the participants’ level of knowledge was achieved through structured telephone interviews using a questionnaire in combination with both a grading system and multiple-choice questions. All participants in the previous study, except individuals who were deceased, had emigrated or were too young, were invited to participate in the current study. Out of 327 individuals in the previous study, 226 took part in the follow-up. We found that patients, younger individuals, and women tended to have a higher level of knowledge than did healthy relatives, older individuals, and men, respectively. These findings can be explained by the fact that patients are closer to the disease state than are healthy relatives, the facts that younger individuals are provided with more information from the health care system as more is known about the disease these days and that they in general are more used to searching for information on their own, e.g. from the Internet, and the notion that women tend to be more interested in health matters than are men. A majority of the participants would like to learn more about the genetics of VWD, and a vast majority held a positive attitude towards the interview.

We have not found any previous studies aiming at investigating the level of knowledge among patients and their relatives concerning the genetics involved in VWD, although a similar but slightly different approach has been used in a study for patients with haemophilia [140]. On one hand, this makes our study interesting in its novelty, but on the other we cannot easily compare our results with those from analogous studies. The findings from our study can hopefully be used to inform patients and their family members in a more constructive way to enhance their level of knowledge of VWD.

Paper III  The biosynthesis of VWF is very complex and includes various intracellular modifications, one of which is multimerization. Mature VWF is a heterogeneous collection of a series of multimers where the high molecular weight VWF multimers are most crucial in platelet adhesion and aggregation. The VWF propeptide (VWFpp) plays a crucial role in
multimerization [42,45,46,48]. Some mutations affecting the VWFpp cause an aberrant multimerization resulting in the recessive type 2A variant with a typical multimeric pattern [97], and others seem to preclude synthesis or secretion of VWF protein [95]. We performed genetic studies in a patient with a rather unique phenotype of VWD characterized by very low plasma FVIII and VWF levels and a VWF consisting of only a dimeric band and total absence of all multimers in plasma. All 52 exons of the VWF gene were PCR-amplified from genomic DNA and sequenced. The patient was found to be homozygous for the novel C570S mutation, caused by a 1709G>C transition in exon 14 of the VWF gene coding for the VWFpp. His asymptomatic parents and brother were all found to be heterozygous for the same mutation. To assess the effect of the mutation, site-directed mutagenesis was performed on an expression vector which was subsequently used to transfect COS-7 cells transiently. The concentration of rVWF was greater in wt medium compared with mutant medium. Further, the multimeric pattern of the mutant rVWF secreted to medium mimicked the one of the proband with solely a dimeric band and the complete loss of all multimers. Thus, the in vitro experiments confirmed the detrimental effect of the C570S mutation on VWF multimerization. The VWFpp is very rich in cysteine residues, which have the ability to form disulfide bonds and substitution of cysteines can therefore be expected to result in major conformational changes. Homology studies aligning the human VWFpp with the VWFpp of several other species revealed a remarkably high degree of VWFpp conservation. The C570 residue is perfectly conserved among all investigated species, underlining its critical role in the VWFpp function in VWF multimerization.

Interestingly, the proband’s parents both carried the C570S mutation, a mutation which has not been reported in the literature previously, despite the fact that there is no known consanguinity in the family. All polymorphic variants in the proband, as identified by PCR-amplification of all 52 exons in addition to the intron/exon boundaries and the proximal promoter, were investigated also in the family members (Fig. 7). These data support the possibility that the two disease-associated haplotypes in the proband are identical by descent (IBD).
In many cases, the loss of HMW VWF multimers in type 2A seems to be the result of increased cleavage of VWF in plasma, either because the mutation leads to an unspecific conformational change in the A2 domain which increases the exposure of the VWF cleavage site to ADAMTS13, or because the mutation enhances specific binding of ADAMTS13 to VWF [123]. Previous studies have described mutations affecting the VWFpp, some of which lead to a phenotype with aberrant multimeric structure [92,94,141]. However, in contrast to what we found in our patient, either some multimers besides a prominent protomer could be detected [92], or the patients described were heterozygotes, and the \textit{in vivo} homozygous phenotype is unknown [94,141]. To the best of our knowledge, our case is the first VWD patient described with a homozygous mutation in the VWFpp who is phenotypically characterized by the presence of solely a dimeric band and total absence of all multimers in plasma.
Paper IV  The VWF promotes platelet aggregation and platelet adhesion to damaged vessels. VWF does not bind spontaneously to platelets in blood; however, the binding of the A3 domain of the VWF to collagen in the subendothelium, particularly under high shear stress, activates VWF [142]. In its activated form, the A1 domain of the VWF has the ability to bind to the platelet receptor glycoprotein GPIb, which triggers platelet adhesion and aggregation. In vitro, binding of VWF to GPIb can be mimicked by the antibiotic ristocetin or by the viper venom protein botrocetin [60]. Mutations that cause type 2M VWD, a subtype characterized by decreased affinity of the VWF to GPIb with a normal or nearly normal multimeric pattern, are found in exon 28 of the VWF gene coding for the A1 domain [143-146]. We performed genetic studies in three patients (a mother - the proband - and two of her children) with VWD characterized by moderately decreased plasma FVIII and VWF levels, disproportionately low plasma VWF:RCo levels, and an apparently normal multimeric pattern. All 52 exons of the VWF gene were PCR-amplified from genomic DNA and sequenced in the proband. She was found to be heterozygous for the novel N1421K mutation, caused by a 4263C>G transition in exon 28 of the VWF gene coding for the A1 domain. Her two affected children were found to carry the same mutation in a heterozygous state, whereas the transition was not present in her two unaffected children and husband. Botrocetin- and ristocetin-mediated binding of plasma VWF to GPIb were reduced in the patients. To construct a plasmid in order to assess the effect of the mutation, an expression vector and subcloning in another vector were employed for subsequent transient transfection of COS-7 cells. The concentration of rVWF was greater in wt medium compared with mutant medium, with the level of rVWF from cells co-transfected with wt and mutant vector intermediate to the others. Multimer analysis revealed the full range of multimers in all three variants of expressed rVWF. Platelet binding assays using botrocetin and ristocetin were performed with the rVWF, and the results mimicked the ones in the patients. VWF collagen binding capacity was unaffected in plasma from the heterozygous individuals as well as in medium from transfected COS-7 cells, which is noteworthy as the location of the N1421K mutation in the VWF gene theoretically could affect VWF interactions with collagen. Summing up, the in vitro experiments confirmed the detrimental effect of the N1421K mutation on plasma VWF binding to GPIb. Further, homology studies aligning the human VWF A1 domain with the VWF A1 domain of several other species revealed a high degree of conservation, and the N1421 residue itself is semi-conserved among the species with polar hydrophilic amino acids alternating between asparagines and serine. As both of these amino acids are uncharged, it is
likely that there will be no difference in the conformation of the A1 domain in these two variants of the VWF. In contrast, if asparagine is switched to lysine, as is the case in our three patients, an uncharged amino acid is replaced by one that is positively charged, which is more likely to affect the conformation and function of the VWF A1 domain.

Among other described type 2M VWD mutations that have been studied, some showed a defective ristocetin but normal botrocetin mediated binding \([143,146]\), but others resembled the findings in our patients \([144,147]\) with both ristocetin and botrocetin mediated binding being defective. The defective botrocetin mediated binding in our study can possibly be explained by the fact that N1421K is located in the loop at the beginning of the \(\alpha_5\) helix in the A1 domain and a substitution with a charged lysine residue is likely to disrupt the botrocetin binding site.

Conclusions

**Paper I** Type 1 VWD is linked to the VWF gene in a majority (27 of 31) of Swedish type 1 VWD families. Several common disease haplotypes probably exist for type 1 VWD in Sweden. The Y1584C variant is not as common in the Swedish type 1 VWD population as it is in some other populations. Blood group O is over-represented among type 1 patients in Sweden.

**Paper II** Apart from certain misunderstandings, type 1 VWD patients and their healthy relatives have a satisfying level of knowledge about the genetics of the disease. In general, patients, younger individuals, and women have a higher knowledge about the genetics causing type 1 VWD than do healthy relatives, older individuals, and men, respectively.

**Paper III** Inherited recessively, the C570S mutation causes a distinct subtype of type 2A VWD characterized by very low plasma FVIII and VWF levels and the exclusive presence of the dimeric form of VWF in plasma. The findings define a structural element that is indispensable for VWF multimerization.

**Paper IV** Inherited dominantly, the N1421K mutation causes type 2M VWD characterized by moderately decreased plasma FVIII and VWF levels, disproportionately low plasma
VWF:RCo levels, and an apparently normal multimeric pattern. The findings indicate a structural element in the A1 domain that is necessary for proper GPIb binding.

**Concluding remarks**

The heterogeneous genetic background to VWD is manifested as a complex pathophysiologic disturbance of VWF function and biochemical phenotype, but with fairly similar clinical phenotypes. Also heredity is dependent on the type of mutation as some mutations give a dominant, whereas others give a recessive, heredity. The knowledge among patients and relatives is, despite this complicated background, reasonably satisfying. Genetic studies help us understand the complex phenotypical disturbances and the differences in heredity and can also facilitate diagnostics and family investigations.
Future perspectives

Despite all attempts to characterize VWD genetically, the disease is still inadequately understood and many aspects remain to be elucidated. In the years to come, continued joint effort will hopefully shed further light on the complicated genetic mechanisms that underlie the development of, especially type 1, VWD.

As additional mutations get identified in the various regions of the VWF gene, this can help to link the functions of these regions more thoroughly to clinical features.

Having a fuller picture of what genetically causes VWD, genetic markers may possibly be used routinely to help diagnosing VWD, which could open up for extended clinical opportunities.

As more is revealed about the genetics of VWD, and as gene sequencing becomes easier and less expensive to perform, the detection of VWF mutations can be used as a powerful supplement for correct classification of VWD.

VWF used in factor concentrates to treat VWD is due to its complicated synthesis and complex post-translational modifications not easily synthesised recombinantly (rVWF), but is rather isolated from human plasma, which unavoidably includes a risk of transmitting viral infections. Since more advanced systems for synthesizing recombinant proteins have recently been created, in combination with an increased knowledge about the complicated synthesis of VWF, in the near future, rVWF as replacement therapy seem to be a realistic option when treating VWD.

Oligosaccharides binding to glycosylation sites on VWF seem to contribute to the in vivo survival of VWF. Considering that the half-life of FVIII is strongly influenced by VWF, the latter can be regarded as a target to modulate the former indirectly. Therefore, as the molecular basis of VWF proteolysis clearance gets clarified this knowledge can be used to design rVWF with optimal glycosylation, opening up for new prospects of improving the treatment of both VWD and haemophilia A.
von Willebrands sjukdom (VWS) är den vanligaste ärftliga blödningssjukdomen. Symptomen är ökad benägenhet för slemhinneblödningar såsom blåmärken, näsblod, rikliga menstruationer och blödning i samband med tandutdragningar och andra operationer.

Hemostasen, eller blodstillningen, är kroppens system för att blodet ska cirkulera optimalt och varken bli för tjockt och klumpa ihop sig så att blodpropp kan bildas eller så att blodet blir för tunt vilket kan leda till blödning. För att reglera hemostasen behövs en rad proteiner, eller faktorer, som antingen är så kallad prohemostatiska (leder till att blodet levrar sig mer) eller antihemostatiska (leder till att blodet levrar sig mindre). Dessa proteiner fungerar i ett komplicerat system där de påverkar varandra genom återkopplingsmekanismer, allt för att kunna reglera hemostasen och anpassa den efter rådande omständigheter på bästa sätt. Ifall koncentrationen av något av de proteiner som ingår i hemostasen förändras, eller om något protein inte fungerar som det ska, påverkas blodstillningen antingen genom ökad risk för blodpropp eller ökad blödningsbenägenhet, detta beroende på om det är prohemostatiska eller antihemostatiska protein som förändras. Ett exempel på detta är vid VWS då proteinet von Willebrandfaktorn (VWF) förändras kvantitativt och/eller kvalitativt. En kvantitativ förändring innebär att det finns för låg halt av faktorn i plasma och en kvalitativ förändring innebär att faktorn inte fungerar som den ska; båda fallen resulterar i ökad blödningsbenägenhet.

VWF har två uppgifter, dels att hjälpa till då blodplättarna klumpar ihop sig och även fäster till kärlväggen för att täta läckage från en skada och dels att binda koagulationsfaktor VIII. På 1980-talet identifierades von Willebrand faktorgenen (ett arvsanlag) som kodar för VWF. Genen är belägen på kromosom 12 som är en av de autosomala kromosomerna, alltså inte någon av könskromosomerna, vilket betyder att både män och kvinnor har två upplagor av von Willebrand faktorgenen i sina celler. Det innebär att von Willebrands sjukdom är ungefär lika vanlig hos de två könen, till skillnad från exempelvis den klassiska blödarsjukan Hemofili A och B som i princip uteslutande drabbar pojkar. Faktum är att VWS snarast är något vanligare hos kvinnor, eftersom dessa av naturliga skäl blöder mer och därför i vissa fall kan uppfattas ha något svårare symptom och/eller få diagnosen något oftare.
VWS kan delas in i olika kategorier: typ 1 innebär partiell och typ 3 innebär nära nog fullständig brist på VWF. Typ 2 innebär en kvalitativ defekt och indelas vidare i subtyper (2A, 2B, 2M och 2N) beroende på vilken sorts defekt det rör sig om. Typ 2 mutationer (mutation är en förändring i en gen, vilket kan leda till sjukdom) hittas ofta i specifika delar av genen, beroende på vilken subtyp det rör sig om. Såväl typ 2 som typ 3 VWS har i hög utsträckning kunnat förklaras med identifierade mutationer i VWF-genen. Vid typ 1, som är den vanligaste typen av VWS, är bilden en annan eftersom identifierade mutationer endast kunnat förklara en betydligt mindre andel sjukdomsfall. Det finns flera skäl till att VWF-genen är svårundersökt. För det första är genen ovanligt stor vilket gör det både tidsödande och kostsamt att leta igenom den i jakt på mutationer. Vid typ 1 VWS är dessutom de mutationer som hittats spridda över hela genen vilket gör att det inte räcker med att undersöka en viss del av genen, utan hela VWF-genen måste i så fall analyseras i jakt på mutationer. Vidare finns det en så kallad pseudogen, vilket betyder att det existerar en annan gen som i sin uppbryggnad påminner mycket om VWF-genen, men som inte leder till någon genprodukt (protein), och detta gör att när man undersöker VWF-genen måste man vara övertygad om att det är den riktiga genen och inte pseudogenen som undersöks. Dessutom har det föreslagits att det kan finnas ytterligare gener som kan innehålla mutationer och på så sätt vara inblandade i VWS, och att det i så fall skulle vara en anledning till att mutationer sällan hittas i VWF-genen vid VWS typ 1. En stor svårighet vid diagnostiseringen av VWS typ 1 är att nivåerna av VWF i plasma varierar stort i totalbefolkningen. Det innebär att patienter med mild form av sjukdomen har VWF-värden som överlappar med den friska befolkningens nivåer, och det saknas en entydig gräns som man kan använda sig av för att skilja normala värden från sjukligt låga. Vidare är det fullt möjligt att bära på en mutation i VWF-genen men ändå inte utveckla sjukdomen.

**Sammanfattning av studierna som ingår i avhandlingen**

I den första studien undersökte vi 31 svenska von Willebrand-familjer, bestående av totalt 325 individer, varav 127 hade VWS. Vi gjorde en så kallad kopplingsanalys vilket betyder att vi ville se om VWF-genen var kopplad till sjukdomen, dvs om denna gen var inblandad i sjukdomen i samtliga fall (se ovan). Vi fann att i 27 av familjerna fanns koppling, alltså markörer som visar att förändringar i eller nära anslutning till VWF-genen orsakar sjukdomen. I fyra av familjerna fanns inte denna koppling. Det kan antingen innebära att andra gener är inblandade, eller att det fortfarande är VWF-genen som är inblandad men då
inte enligt den klassiska Mendelska nedärvningen (att en mutation i en gen leder till en sjukdom) utan att multipla förändringar i VWF-genen samverkar och gör att man inte blir sjuk av endast en förändring, men däremot när man har flera samtidigt. En sådan situation kan uppstå om man ärver riskfaktorer från båda föräldrarna, och om så är fallet syns ingen koppling i den sortens analys som den vi utförde. Vi såg även att blodgrupp O var överreprenterad hos personer med VWS jämfört med friska personer i studien. Detta är något man sedan länge observerat i andra länder, det var dock intressant och värdefullt att bekräfta att det var på samma sätt även i Sverige, eftersom det är fullt tänkbart att det kan se olika ut i olika populationer.

I den andra studien vände vi oss åter till deltagarna i arbete nummer ett. Dessa inbjöds till en telefonintervju där deltagarnas kunskaper om genetiken bakom VWS testades, dels för att vi skulle få en allmän uppfattning om deras kunskapsläge och dels för att vi ville se om det finns skillnader i kunskapsnivå mellan olika undergrupper i patientmaterial. Vidare var vi intresserade av att ta reda på deltagarnas inställning till sin kunskap kring genetiken bakom VWS. Vi fann att kunskapsnivån generellt var relativt god även om vissa missförstånd uppstod. Kunskapsnivån varierade stort mellan deltagarna, generellt har dock patienter, yngre människor och kvinnor högre kunskap än friska anhöriga, äldre människor respektive män. Deltagarna hade genomgående god självkännedom beträffande sin egen kunskapsnivå och de flesta deltagarna tyckte att intervjun ökade deras kunskap och skulle vilja lära sig mer om genetiken bakom VWS. Resultaten kan användas för att informera patienter och deras familjemedlemmar på ett mer upplysande sätt och på så sätt öka deras kunskap om sjukdomen.

I den tredje studien undersökte vi en familj bestående av tre friska familjemedlemmar och en pojke med VWS. Pojken uppvisade låga plasmanivåer av VWF och man kunde även se att de större strukturer (multimerer) med multipler av VWF som normalt kan identifieras elektroforetiskt saknades helt. Denna avsaknad av multimerer leder till ökad blödningsbenägenhet och är mycket ovanlig. Vi fann att pojken bar en mutation i den del av VWF-genen som är inblandad i multimerisering (bildning av multimerer) av VWF, och han bar på denna mutation i två upplagor alltså i båda sina VWF-gener. Den genetiska analysen visade att både mamman, pappan och pojkens lillebror bar på samma mutation, dock i enkel upplaga. Samtliga fynd bekräftades med studier gjorda i cell-system (så kallade in vitro studier). Således tycks den funna mutationen förhindra den normala intracellulära
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multimeriseringen av VWF. Det är värt att notera att detta är den första patienten som beskrivits vilken till följd av en förändring i den delen av VWF-genen som är viktig för multimerisering, i båda sina upplagor av genen, har fullständig avsaknad av samtliga multimerer (förutom två VWF-molekyler sammansatta i en så kallad dimer, vilket även vår patient uppfattade).


Sammanfattningsvis har detta avhandlingsarbete omfattat studier om den heterogena genetiska bakgrunden till VWS som ger sig uttryck i en sammansatt sjuklig rubbning av VWF, såväl funktionellt som biokemiskt, men som ger en likartad klinisk bild. Även ärftligheten är beroende av typ av mutation eftersom vissa ger en dominant ärftlighet (det räcker att man ärver en mutation från den ena föräldern för att bli sjuk) och andra en recessiv ärftlighet (man behöver ärva mutationen från båda föräldrarna och alltså ha den i två upplagor för att bli sjuk). Trots denna svårbeißliga bakgrund är kunskapen bland patienter och anhöriga relativt god. Genetiska undersökningar hjälper oss att förstå den komplexa sjukliga rubbningen och skillnaderna i ärftlighet, och kan även vara till hjälp i diagnostik och familjutredningar. Korrekt diagnostik är av värde för både den enskilda individen och samhället, dels genom att adekvat behandling kan ges inför exempelvis operationer för att slippa onödiga blödnings, dels för att förbättra diagnostik även gör att man kan undvika att felaktigt diagnostisera en frisk person.
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